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Abstract

construction techniques have succeeded as Packard et
al. [7] and Takens [8] showed. By reconstructing an
In this paper we study the problem of inferring the attractor from data, we can make accurate predictions
initial conditions of a dynamical system under incom- by choosing its closest points to the current state of the
plete information. Studying several model systems, we system and extrapolating them [9]. These techniques
infer the latent microstates that best reproduce an ob- work well even without any modelling [10].
served time series when the observations are sparse,
In high-dimensional systems, it is typically not posnoisy and aggregated under a (possibly) nonlinear ob- sible use time series models. It is nonetheless often
servation operator. This is done by minimizing the possible to use a theoretical model, if one can only
least-squares distance between the observed time series measure the initial conditions that the model requires
and a model-simulated time series using gradient-based and compare them to the data. The task of estimating
methods. We validate this method for the Lorenz and initial conditions that match observations is known as
Mackey-Glass systems by making out-of-sample pre- initialisation. Similar to the state-space reconstruction
dictions. Finally, we analyze the predicting power of techniques, we require to know the evolution function
our method as a function of the number of observations of the underlying dynamics of the system, or at least
available. We find a critical transition for the Mackey- some approximation of it [11]. In particular, if the obGlass system, beyond which it can be initialized with servations available are an aggregate of the dynamical
arbitrary precision.
system, then the process is known as microstate initialisation, or latent state initialisation. To do this we
need to know how these microstates are aggregated, in
1 Introduction
addition to having a model of their dynamics.
In the fields of meteorology and numerical weather
We often address empirical processes as complex sysprediction
(NWP), researchers have developed a frametems: they are composed of di↵erent agents or miwork
for
estimating
the latent states of a system
crostates, that interact through simple rules but evolve
[12,
13],
where
a
large
number of observed states are
in nontrivial ways. A lot of research has taken a comavailable.
This
framework
is known as data assimilaplex systems approach, where authors have constructed
tion,
and,
although
it
is
well
justified from the Bayesian
models from the bottom up, but where empirical obserperspective,
it
incorporates
several
heuristics pertinent
vations exhibit incomplete information of the system.
to
the
weather
prediction
field.
For
instance, modApplications range from Earth’s global climate [1], to
ellers
often
incorporate
Gaussian
priors
in the cost
urban dynamics [2], to the human brain [3], to financial
functionals
involved
with
known
statistics
about the
markets [4], to transportation networks [5], and marine
latent
states
[14].
Ideas
from
data
assimilation
have
fisheries [6]. However, data are usually available as an
already
permeated
outside
the
NWP
community,
such
aggregating function of the microstate because it is difas
in
urban
dynamics
[2].
Typically,
data
assimilaficult to measure microstates directly.
Estimating and forecasting complex systems accu- tion methods update the estimates of the microstate
rately depends on 1) the inherent complexity of the sequentially, so the resulting sequence of microstates
system, which depends on things like the systems’ state is not a solution of the underlying dynamical system.
space dimension, its Lyapunov exponents, and its at- We, in contrast, seek to analyse the actual trajectory
tractors, 2) the sparsity and quality of the data, and of the latent states, so the sequential approach does
3) our ability to model them. In low-dimensional sys- not suit our work.
tems with high-quality data, state-space attractor reThe initialisation process is an optimisation prob1

lem where we minimize a cost function that depends
on some notion of distance between the observed and
the model-generated data. Hence, in high-dimensional
systems, it is essential to develop efficient algorithms
to find initial conditions with high precision. Research
has been done around the parameter estimation of
stochastic dynamical systems in low-dimensional parameter spaces [15]. Among other alternatives, gradient descent has proven to be superior in strongly
nonlinear models [16, 17], but the main drawback is
that it can get stuck in local minima. Other methods, like genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, and
other meta-heuristics algorithms [18] usually find the
global minimum in low dimensions, but they are likely
to diverge in high-dimensional systems. We provide
a thorough comparison of the state-of-the-art gradient
descent methods [19] and discuss their performance in
the context of initialisation.
Here we propose a gradient-based method for initialising chaotic systems where only aggregate observations of short observation windows are available. Using a combination of numerical simulations and analytical arguments, we study the conditions in which
certain systems may be initialized with arbitrary precision. We explore the performance of several gradient descent algorithms and the e↵ects of observational
noise on the accuracy and convergence of the initialisation process. Furthermore, we quantify the accuracy of
our method numerically with out-of-sample forecasts.
Under this framework, we o↵er a better understanding
of what information the observations provide about a
system’s underlying dynamics, and, additionally, lay
out the connections of our method to those in the data
assimilation literature.
The remainder of this paper is laid out as follows. In
section 2, we describe the initialisation problem in the
context of chaotic dynamical systems and develop our
initialisation methodology accordingly. In section 3, we
test our method in two systems, namely the Lorenz and
Mackey-Glass systems. Finally, in section 4, we discuss
our results and suggest further research directions.

2
2.1

deterministic and perfectly specified, so that Eq. (1)
depends on neither ⇠ nor ✓.
We are interested in using information from the past
to estimate the microstate x(t0 ) of a dynamical system
f at the present time t0 . We assume we know f , but
cannot directly observe its microstate x(t). Instead, we
are only able to observe a sequence y = (y T , . . . , y0 )
measured at times {t T , . . . , t0 }, where yk 2 RNy with
Ny < Nx , i.e., we are interested in measurements that
lose information of the state by reducing the state dimension from Nx to Ny . Moreover, the observations
can be noisy. Thus, we can relate the observations to
the dynamical system as
yk = H x(tk ) + ✏k .

where H : X ⇢ RNx ! RNy is a known (possibly)
nonlinear observation operator and ✏k accounts for observational noise. Although it is not a necessary for
the following discussions, we will assume for simplicity
that Ny = 1 and that the noise has a known variance
T to 0 for yk reflects our
y . Our choice indices from
interest in the present time t0 .
Without loss of generality we assume uniform sampling of the form
tk = tk+1

xk+1 = f {m} (xk ) = f {mk} (x

T)

,

(3)

where f {i} (·) is the composition of f with itself i-times,
x T = x(t T ) is the latent microstate at the time of
the first observation, and f {mk} is the iteration of f
with itself m · k times. Note that the whole evolution of the microstates is determined by x T , so the
microstate initialisation problem is that of obtaining
the best approximation to x0 given the observations
from the assimilation time t T up to present time.
These observations, alongside with the model (3) and
the observation operator (2), form a nonlinear system
of equations with Nx variables and T equations corresponding to the dimension of the microstate space and
the number of observations.

Problem setup

A wide class of dynamical systems can be formulated
as follows
t) = f (x(t); ✓) + ⇠(t) ,

tk = m t ,

where the non-zero integer m is the sampling interval.
Thus, we can recast Eq. (1) as a discrete-time mapping

Methods

x(t +

(2)

2.2

Initialisation procedure

As we stated previously, the microstate initialisation
problem is that of obtaining the best representation
of the present-time microstate x0 given the history of
observations y. We define what best means in what
follows.

(1)

where x(t) 2 X ⇢ RNx is the (Nx -dimensional) state
of the system at time t 2 R living in some manifold X ,
⇠(t) 2 RNx are random variables that model the intrinsic noise of the system and ✓ 2 Rd is a vector of parameters. If t > 0 is finite, the model f : X ⇥ Rd ! X
is a discrete mapping that takes the microstate from
time t to time t + t. If t is infinitesimal, the system
(1) defines a continuous-time dynamical system. The
state variable x represents the microstate of the system. Here we assume that the dynamical system f is

2.2.1

Cost function

Given an estimate x of the ground-truth microstate
x T at the assimilation time t T , a natural way to
quantify the goodness of x is by measuring the pointto-point discrepancy between the observed and estimated data. We do so with the following mean-squared
2

cost function.1
J (x) =
where

1
T

0
X

2
y k= T

(yk

2

ŷk ) ,

⇣
⌘
ŷk (x) = H f {mk} (x)

Following [12], we distinguish between the error-free
and the noise contributions to the cost function J . Isolating the contributions from the discrepancy between
ground-truth and assimilated states and the observational noise will let us design a well-suited methodology to deal with noise and dominating trajectories in a
separate manner. Recall that, given x T , H(xk ) is the
error-free observation at time tk , ✏k its associated noise
and ŷk our estimation of yk . Thus, we can decompose
Eq. (4) into three terms of the form

(4)

(5)

is our estimate of observation yk given x, and y , the
variance of the observed data, is a normalisation constant that is arbitrary but will be of practical use later.
We call the state vector x̂ T that minimizes J the assimilated microstate and the present-time state vector
x̂0 = f {mT } (x̂ T ) the initialized microstate. Our goal
is to find an initialized microstate x̂0 that is a good
representation of the true microstate x0 .
The cost function J is known as a filter in the interpolation assimilation community, a least-squares optimizer in the optimisation and machine learning communities, and 4D-Var with infinite state uncertainty
in the variational assimilation community. From a
Bayesian perspective, the cost function J emerges naturally when we assume the prior p(x) is uniform and
observational noise is Gaussian: the posterior p(x|y) is
maximal when J is minimal [13].
If the observations in the time series y are noiseless, then J has a global minimum x̂ T for which
J (x̂ T ) = 0. However, even for the noiseless scenario,
x̂ T is not necessarily unique. Take, for instance,
the standard Lorenz system [20], which is symmetric
around its x-axis, and take an observation operator of
the form H(x) = x† x with † denoting matrix transposition. Note that for any microstate x in the axis
of symmetry, the condition x will produce the same
sequence of noiseless observations, so x and x are indistinguishable in terms of J . We will refer to the set
of indistinguishable microstates as the feasible set of
solutions, and we will denote it as ⌦.
An additional problem arises when the observations
contain noise. In any finite time series, there might
exist microstates with a lower value of the cost function than the ground-truth microstate –i.e., where
J (x̂ T ) < J (x T ) for x̂ T 62 ⌦– which we will call
dominating states, following [21]. Judd et al. [21] suggest that using cost functions that minimize both the
variance (as in Eq. (4)) and the kurtosis will do a
better job of identifying the true microstate when the
observational noise is Gaussian. While this is a good
idea when there are many observations, we consider
short time series in this work, which calls for other alternatives. Instead of modifying the cost function J ,
we pre-process the data to reduce the probability of
finding dominating trajectories outside of the feasible
set ⌦.
1 We

J (x) =

+

ŷk )† ⌃y 1 (yk

}

1X 2
✏k
T
k
| {z }

obseravation noise

2X
(H(xk )
T
k
|
{z

ŷk )✏k

error-noise covariates

}

i

,

The first term is the noise-free cost, Jfree (x), that we
would obtain in the absence of observational error. The
second term is the average contribution of the square
of the noise, which converges to the noise variance, n2 ,
for large T . Finally, the third term captures how the
noise and the noise-free cost vary together, which goes
to 0 for large T because we assume the observational
noise and the system dynamics are uncorrelated. Considering a large number of observations, we can thus
approximate J as
J (x) ⇡ Jfree (x) +

2
n
2
y

,

(6)

which shows the expected behavior of Eq. (4) in the
presence of noise.
Now, note that if we take ŷk = E[y] for all k [9],
which is the best constant predictor for the observed
time series, then Jfree = 1 and, therefore
J (x : ŷk = E[y] 8k) = Jconst := 1 +

2
2
n/ y .

Naturally, we want to find an assimilated microstate
x̂ T that perform better than a constant predictor,
so that J (x̂ T )  Jconst . This motivates us to
parametrize the performance of x̂ T as
{x̂

T

2 X : J (x̂

T)

↵+

2
n
2
y

; ↵,

2 (0, 1] ⇢ R} ,

(7)
where the parameter ↵ accounts for the error-free tolerance about the global minimum while accounts for
the noise tolerance. We will explore these parameters
in the following sections.
The above discussion suggests that we should pay
especial attention on handling dominating trajectories,
which might be present by either the presence of observational noise or by microstates that live far away
from the ground-truth but that have low cost function

may generalize this cost function for non-scalar observa1 X
(yk
T k

ŷk )2

noise-free cost

tions as
J (x) =

1h1X
(H(xk )
2
y T k
|
{z

ŷk ) ,

where ⌃y is the covariance matrix of the observations.

3

values. This motivates the following procedure for initialising the latent microstate. In short, it consists of
three stages: 1) a preprocessing stage in which we reduce the noise of the observations, 2) a bounding stage
in which we limit the region of the microstate space in
which we search for an optimal solution, and 3) a refinement stage in which we minimize the cost function
(4) in a small search space and estimate the optimal
microstate given the observations.

2.2.3

Bound: exploring the attractor

After the preprocessing stage, the next step is to bound
the search space. Under no constraints in the cost function, the initialisation procedure consists on searching
through the whole state space X for a set of microstates
that minimize Eq. (4), with no prior preference on
where to start the search from. However, many real
world systems are dissipative, meaning that their dynamics relax into an attractor, i.e. a subset manifold
M ⇢ X of the state space. Thus, it is safe to assume
2.2.2 Preprocess: noise reduction
that the observations y derive from a sequence of miFirst, we preprocess the observed time series to reduce crostates that live in or near M, and, by the properties
the observational noise and thus lower the probability of dissipative systems, any microstate x in the basin of
of obtaining dominating states. Casdagli et al. [22] attraction will eventually visit every point in M [26].
showed that in the presence of observational noise, the This means that, if we wait for long enough, then any
distribution of local minima gets increasingly complex point in the basin of attraction will get arbitrarily close
with increasing levels of noise, especially when the dy- to the ground truth microstate.
The bounding stage consists of exploiting the disnamics is chaotic. We handle time series with only a
handful of data points (in the order of 100 data points sipative nature of real world systems and letting any
or less), so reducing noise by orbit shadowing [11] or arbitrary estimate of the microstate explore the basin
large window impulse response filters [23] are not suit- of attraction until it roughly approaches the ground
able options. Instead, we find that using the following truth microstate. To be more precise, we say that the
low-pass moving average (LPMA) filter best reduces microstate xRT 2 X roughly approach x T if
the variance of the noise
2
8
n
R
1
1
J
(x
)

:=
↵
+
,
(10)
R
R
T
>
k= T
2 R
< 2 yk + 2 yk+1
y
1
1
zk := 2 yk + 2 yk 1
,
(8)
k=0
>
:1
1
for some rough threshold 0 ⌧ R < 1. Thus, we let an
2 yk + 4 (yk 1 + yk+1 ) otherwise
arbitrary microstate evolve according to the model f
where zk is the filtered data point at time tk . Eq. (8) is until Eq. (10) is satisfied.
At this stage, we want to obtain solutions with a cost
equivalent to a low-pass filter with a normalized cuto↵
value
of the order of the unfiltered noise level n2 / y2 , so
frequency of 0.02 units and a 3-point Hanning window.
We control the amount of noise reduction by repeatedly that xRT is either near to the feasible set ⌦ or to any of
feeding the signal back into the LPMA filter of Eq. (8). the dominating states driven by the noise. To achieve
Feeding the signal back into the filter q times, hereafter this, it suffices to set R ⇠ O(1) and ↵R  n2 / y2 .
denoted as zkq , is equivalent to increasing the Hanning
We note that whenever the time series y is noiseless,
window to 2q + 1 points, making the filtered signal the bounding stage is only driven by ↵R , the error-free
smoother.
tolerance of the points situated at the global minima of
We expect for the resulting variance, ( nq )2 , to be the cost function, which are exactly those in the feasible
lower than the original noise variance n2 . Thus, fol- set ⌦. Thus, our choice of ↵R leverages how closely we
lowing [24] and noting that zkq = H(xk ) + ✏qk , we can approach to ⌦. If we set ↵R too close to 0, we would
measure the performance of the LPMA filter with the impose for x̂ T to lay near ⌦; however, it would take
increase of the signal-to-noise ratio
too long simulation times to satisfy Eq. (10) for this
approach to be practical. The idea, ultimately, is to
sP
set the lowest R possible such that the time to satisfy
(✏k )2
n
k
r0 = P q 2 ⇡ q ,
(9) Eq. (10) is short.
(✏
)
n
k k
where r0 > 1 whenever n > nq .
The resulting noise distribution of the filtered signal
converges to a zero-mean Gaussian distribution if we
have either many data samples or set q big enough.
However, if q is too big, we may filter parts of the dynamics and mix them into noise, resulting in exotic
noise distributions (see Fig. 10 in Appendix B for examples). What big enough, many samples and too big
mean depend heavily on the dynamical system and the
noise distribution, although we stress that the LPMA
filter works optimally when the noise distribution has
higher frequency spectrum on average than that of the
dynamics of the system (see [25], Chapter 6.4.3.1.).

2.2.4

Refine: cost minimisation

The final step of the initialisation procedure is refining
xRT . By this point, we expect that xRT , our estimate
of x T , has bypassed most of the high-valued local
minima of the cost function landscape. Additionally,
we preprocessed the observations y to reduce their observational noise, but we have not fully exploited such
preprocessing yet. By reducing the variance of the observational noise, we lower the number of dominating
trajectories of the cost function –i.e., trajectories for
x 62 ⌦ such that J (x) < J (x T ). Thus, starting
from xRT , we can minimize J using any optimisation
4

scheme until

diverge exponentially until they lose all memory about
their initial conditions (x0 and xˆ0 respectively). Given
2
J (x̂ T )  r := ↵r + n2 r
(11) that such divergence is exponential, we therefore take
y
the median of the N SE when comparing the perforfor some refinement threshold 0 < r ⌧ 1, with x̂ T mance over an ensemble of experiments as a better althe assimilated microstate of the system. We then de- ternative to the mean.
On the same note, another way to validate our infine x̂0 = f {mT } (x̂ T ) to be the initialized microstate,
ferred
microstate is by looking for how long our prehoping that x̂0 is a good representation of x0 .
dictions
accurately describe the system. Chaotic sysWe want for x̂ T to have the lowest cost possible at
tems
are
by definition sensitive to initial conditions,
this stage. In terms of the error-free tolerance, we look
meaning
that
microstates that are close to each other
2
2
for ↵r ⌧ ↵R < n / y  1, but the actual magnitude
diverge
exponentially
over time. If these microstates
of ↵r is left to the modeller to choose. Regarding the
live
in
a
chaotic
attractor,
the distance between them
contribution of the noise, recall from Eq. (9) that r0 ⇡
is
bounded
by
the
size
of
the
attractor [12]. Thus, we
q
n / n > 1, so the lowest expected cost we can get is
can
assess
the
quality
of
our
predictions
by measuring
2
2
2
n / y r0 (see Eq. (6)). Thus, we define the refinement
how
long
the
real
and
simulated
observations
retain
bound of our initialisation procedure as that of setting
memory
about
each
other
[9].
We
refer
to
this
limiting
2
↵r ⌧ ↵R and r ⇠ O(r0 ).
For our optimisation scheme we explore a plethora of time as the predictability horizon of the system kmax ,
the most successful gradient-based algorithms in the lit- and we define it as the average number of steps before
erature [19]. These algorithms include Stochastic Gra- the separation between yk and ŷk is greater than the
dient Descent [27], Momentum Descent [28], Nesterov distance between two random points in the attractor
[29], Adagrad [30], Adadelta [31], Rmsprop [32], Adam of the system. Mathematically,
h
i
[33], and AdamX [34] and YamAdam [35].
kmax := E arg min (yk ŷk )2 DM ,
In all cases we set the hyperparameters to be those
k 0
given in the literature and computed the gradient of
p
J using centred finite di↵erences of step size "M ⇡ where DM is average squared distance between two
1.5 ⇥ 10 8 , where "M corresponded to double precision random points in the attractor M normalized by the
arithmetic on our machine. In the absence of observa- variance of the attractor. More specifically, if X, Y are
tional noise, providing the dynamics were not degen- two i.i.d. random variables such that X ⇠ µ(M) with
erate and providing we had enough observations, then µ(·) denoting the natural measure, then
then the feasible set ⌦ collapsed onto the ground-truth
E[kX Y k2 ]
DM :=
= 2.
microstate x T , i.e. we were able to reproduce the iniV ar(X)
tial condition with high fidelity.
Thus, given that E[ y ] = V ar(X), we can simplify
k
max into an expression that only depends on Eq. (12)
2.3 Validation
so that
We validate the initialized microstate x̂0 by comparing
h
i
them with the present-time microstate x0 and making
kmax = E arg min NSEk 2 ,
(14)
k 0
out-of-sample predictions of the observed time series.
Recall that we take the convention in which the obser- which is the formula we use to compute kmax .
vations, y = (y T , . . . , y0 ), have non-positive time inFinally, we benchmark our inferred microstate by
dexes, so we refer to the observation times tk for k < 0 comparing kmax with a measure of the natural rate
as assimilative while we refer to times for k 0 as pre- of divergence of the dynamics. As a measure of this
dictive. We measure the discrepancy between the real we use the Lyapunov 10-fold time t , which indicates
and the simulated observations using both the normal- the average time for two neighbouring states to diverge
ized squared error in the observation space and the from each other by one order of magnitude [36]. This
normalized error in the model space, i.e.
is defined in terms of the inverse of the maximum Lyapunov exponent as
2
(yk ŷk )
,
(12)
NSEobs
=
k
2
ln 10 1
y
t =
,
(15)
m t
1
mod
†
1
NSEk =
(xk x̂k ) ⌃x (xk x̂k ),
(13)
Nx
where the factor ln 10/(m t) lets us interpret t in
the units of the number of observations after which
where y2 is the variance of the data, ⌃x the covarion average the dynamics causes the loss of an order of
ance matrix of the microstates and (·)† denotes matrix
magnitude of precision. We obtain numerically using
transposition. In general, xk and ⌃x are unknown to
the two-particle method from Benettin et al. [37].
the modeller, but we use them to measure the perforWe summarize our microstate initialisation procemance of our initialisations in the latent space of the
dure in the following steps:
microstates.
Note that if we let T ! 1, then J (x) converges to
1. Preprocess: Smooth the observed time series usE[N SE0obs ]. When k grows, the trajectories yk and ŷk
ing the LMPA filter (see Eq. (8)) or any other
5

suitable noise reduction technique. The smoothed
signal will have fewer dominating trajectories [21]
and a simpler distribution of local minima than
the full noisy signal [22].

Although our choice for the initial guess is arbitrary, we initialize our method with a microstate that
matches the first observation of y exactly. This is, we
take our initial guess at random from the set {x 2 X :
H(x) = y T }. This is straightforward to do for any
2. Bound: Make an arbitrary guess x 2 X of the mi- homogeneous function, such as the one of Eq. (16).
crostate, and let it evolve under the model f until
Throughout the results, we use the parameters and
the microstate roughly approaches the smoothed system features described in Table 1 unless otherwise
observations, i.e., until J (xRT )  R for xRT = stated. However, we evaluate the performance of our
f {mR} (x) for some R
0. (see Eq. (10)). If method for various choices of the rough parameter R
several attractors exist, make one arbitrary guess (see Fig. 13 in Appendix B) and the optimizers defor each of the di↵erent basins of attraction in the scribed in section 2.2.4 (See Figs. 8 and 9 in Appendix
system.
B). Varying R determines the e↵ect of bounding the
3. Refine: Minimize the cost function J start- search space into finer-grained regions of the attractor,
ing from xRT using Adam gradient descent or and we find that when observations are noiseless, the
any other suitable optimisation scheme until lower R the better the initialisation but the longer
J (x̂ T )  r (see Eq. (11)) and call x̂ T the it takes to meet condition (10). For noisy observaassimilated microstate and x̂0 = f {mT } (x̂ T ) the tions, we find that if we set R very small, the refinement stage yields no improvement over the initialinitialized microstate.
ized microstates obtained. In terms of the optimization
4. Validate: Compute the discrepancy between the schemes of the refinement stage, we find that Adadelta
real and simulated observations (see Eq. (12)) and [31] and the various flavors of Adam [33, 34, 35] outperthe predictability horizon kmax (see Eq. (14)) on form all the other alternatives, with significantly better
out-of-sample predictions of the system to eval- results than vanilla Gradient Descent.
uate the quality of the initialized microstate x̂0 .
If possible, benchmark the predictability horizon 3.1 Low-dimensional Example: Lorenz
with the Lyapunov 10-fold time (see Eq. (15)) of
System
the system considered.
We first test our microstate initialisation procedure on
the Lorenz system [20], described by the following dif3 Results
ferential equations
In this section, we test the microstate initialisation procedure on two paradigmatic chaotic systems: the wellknown Lorenz system [20] and the high-dimensional
Mackey-Glass system [38]. We approximate both systems using numerical integrators (described in each
section that follows), and we take the approximated
system as the real dynamical system.
In all cases, we sample the ground-truth microstate
x T from the attractor of the system considered. We
generate observations using the following nonlinear observation operator
v
u Nx
uX
3
H(x) = t
(x)3i ,
(16)

ẋ = (y

x) ,

ẏ = x(⇢

z)

ż = xy

z,

y,

(17)

where xk = x(tk ), y(tk ), z(tk ) is the microstate of the
system at time tk . The dynamics exhibit chaotic behavior for the parameters = 28, ⇢ = 10, and = 8/3.
We solve the system using a 4-th order Runge-Kutta
integrator with a fixed step size of 0.01 units. Under
these settings, the system’s Lyapunov 10-fold time is
t = 127 samples while its attractor has a KaplanYorke dimension of NM = 2.06.
We perform 1000 independent experiments. For each
experiment we sample ground-truth microstates at random from the attractor of the system and generate time
series of T = 50 observations with a sampling interval
of m = 2 time steps per observation. We initialize the
microstate for each time series following the steps presented at the end of Section 2.3 using the parameters
summarized in Table 1. We present our results in Figure 1, where we show the median assimilation (k < 0)
and prediction errors (k 0) of the noiseless and noisy
time series for both the model and observation spaces
(see Eqs. (12)-(13)).
From the assimilation side, our estimations get progressively better the closer they are to the present time
at k = 0. This means that the longer our time series
–and the more information we have from the past–, the
better the quality of our initialized microstate. Note

i=1

where (x)i is the i-th component of x. Note that, while
p
H is nonlinear, the mappings x ! x3 and x ! 3 x
are bijective, so there exists a di↵eomorphism between
H and any non-degenerate linear operator H : X ⇢
RNx ! R.
We test our initialisation procedure on both noiseless
time series and noisy time series. For the noisy series,
we take a zero-mean Gaussian noise distribution ✏k ⇠
N (0, n2 ) for all k. Here, n represents the noise level
of the observations, which we take to be 30% of the
standard deviation of the observed data; i.e., n =
0.3 y . We always construct the noiseless and noisy
time series from the same ground-truth microstate so
that all our results are comparable.
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Lorenz
Mackey-Glass

↵R
0.05
0.05

↵r
10
10

R
4
5

0.5
0.5

r

0.8r0 2
0.2r0 2

T
50
25

Nx
3
50

m
2
2

n/ y

0.3
0.3

q
4
5

r0
2.02
2.41

t
127
230

Table 1: Parameters and other quantities. ↵R , ↵r , R , and r are the parameters of our procedure. T is
the number of data points in the time series y, Nx is the dimension of the microstate space, m is the sampling
interval between observations, q is the number of times we feed the signal back into the LPMA filter, r0 is the
increase in the signal-to-noise ratio, n / y is the noise level, and t is the Lyapunov 10-fold time of the system,.

Figure 1: Prediction error for the Lorenz system,
showing the median normalized squared error over 1000
experiments for the observation space (solid lines) and
the model space (dotted lines) for the case of noiseless
(green) and noisy (blue) observations. The solid vertical line separates the assimilative regime (k < 0) from
the predictive regime (k 0).

Figure 2: Predictability vs. number of observations. We show how the predictability horizon kmax
for the Lorenz system changes with the number of observations T for noiseless (green) and noisy (blue) ensembles of time series. The horizontal black solid line
indicates the Lyapunov 10-fold time t .

that in the noisy case, the assimilative error plateaus
near 10 3 in the observation space, marking the noise
level of the observations. In contrast, the estimations
keep getting better in the model space, indicating that
even in the presence of noise, having more observations
mitigates the probability of having dominating trajectories.
From the prediction side, we observe that the error diverges at essentially the same rate in both the
noiseless and noisy cases. The main di↵erence is that
the error intercept at k = 0 is higher in the noisy case,
thus making the predictions saturate earlier than when
the observations are noiseless. Specifically, we find
noisy
prediction horizons of kmax = 171 and kmax
= 113
steps, which correspond to 1.35t vs. 0.89t for the
noiseless and noisy time series (see Fig 11 in Appendix
B for an alternative approach on the prediction horizons). Moreover, we find that the prediction errors on
the model and observation spaces are almost identical
throughout the whole prediction window. Thus, measuring how the errors diverge in the observation space
gives us a good proxy of the out-of-sample behavior of
the latent microstates of the system.
In Figs. 2 and 3 we analyse how the performance
of our method depends on the length of the observation window, showing how the prediction horizons and
the discrepancies between x0 and x̂0 change with the
number of observations.

Figure 3: Initialized microstate error for the
Lorenz system. We show how the average discrepancy NSEmodel
between the true present-time mi0
crostate x0 and the initialized microstate x̂0 changes
with the number of observations T for noiseless (green)
and noisy (blue) ensembles of time series.

In Fig. 2 we find that the prediction horizon increases linearly with the number of observations available, with a common slope for both the noiseless and
noisy cases. Not surprisingly, the noise a↵ects the time
horizon over which one can make an e↵ective prediction. Additionally, we observe in Fig. 3 that the discrepancy decreases monotonically in both the noiseless and noisy cases. For the noiseless case, we ob7

serve a higher than exponential decrease in the discrepancy that ranges from NSEmodel
⇠ 10 3 for T = 5 to
0
model
5
NSE0
⇠ 10 for T = 50 observations. While the
change in discrepancy is less pronounced for the noisy
time series, it decreases 2 orders of magnitude with
NSEmodel
⇠ 10 1.5 for T = 5 to NSEmodel
⇠ 10 3.5
0
0
for T = 50 observations.
The Lorenz equations are a low-dimensional system
(Nx = 3) with a low dimensional attractor of dimension
NM = 2.06. The number of observations in our experiments can be much larger than the dimension of the
system. When combined with the fact that this system
does not have any severe degeneracies, (see Appendix
A), we recover the ground-truth microstate precisely
with only a handful of noiseless observations. Every additional observation is, in theory, redundant for finding
x T but, in practice, measurements can have several
sources of error such as observational noise or the finite precision of numerical integration methods. Each
additional observation thus further averages out these
errors, which probably why km ax gets better proportionally to T .

3.2

High-dimensional
Mackey-Glass

using F as defined in Eq. (18). The state-space dimension Nx of this mapping is determined by td / t,
for which we take Nx = 50 and td = 25 so that the system exhibits chaotic dynamics. Under these settings,
the system’s Lyapunovs 10-fold time is t = 230 samples while its attractor has a Kaplan-Yorke dimension
of NM = 2.34.
As before, we perform 1000 independent experiments
in which, for each experiment, we sample ground-truth
microstates at random from the attractor of the system
and generate time series of T = 25 observations with
a sampling interval of m = 2 time steps per observation (see Table 1 for details). In contrast to the Lorenz
system, we consider time series containing fewer data
points than the dimension of the microstate space (in
this case T = 25 and Nx = 50, respectively), making
the problem under-determined. We present our results
in Figure 4, where we show the median assimilation
(k < 0) and prediction errors (k 0) for the noiseless
and noisy time series for both the model and observation spaces.

System:

The Mackey-Glass system [38] describes the dynamics
of the density of cells in the blood with the following
delayed di↵erential equation
axtd
bx.
(18)
ẋ = F (x, xtd ) =
1 + xctd
The state xtd = x(t td ) is the density of cells delayed by td time units and a, b, and c are parameters. It exhibits chaotic dynamics for td > 16.8 with
a = 0.2, b = 0.1 and c = 10 [39]. In terms of blood cell
density, the chaotic regime represents a pathological
behavior.
The evolution of Eq. (18) relies on knowing the
state of x in the continuous interval [t td , t], making its state space infinite-dimensional. However, we
can approximate such states by taking Nx samples at
intervals of length t = td /Nx and constructing the
Nx -dimensional vector

Figure 4: Prediction error for the Mackey-Glass
system. We show the median normalized squared error over 1000 experiments for the observation space
(solid lines) and the model space (dotted lines) for the
case of noiseless (green) and noisy (blue) observations.
The solid vertical line separates the assimilative regime
(k < 0) from the predictive regime (k 0).

Unexpectedly, our method yields more accurate initialisations
for the Mackey-Glass system than the
= x(tk Nx t), . . . , x(tk
t), x(tk ) , (19)
| {z }
Lorenz system, even though both the attractor and the
td
state space of the former have a higher dimension than
where (xi )k = x(t (Nx i) t).
the latter. However, if we compare the power spectra
Using this vector, we can obtain trajectories of the of the two systems (see Fig. 12 in Appendix B), we find
Mackey-Glass system with any numerical integrator, that the Mackey-Glass system has a faster frequency
for which we use the Euler method with a fixed step decay and more frequency peaks than the Lorenz syssize of t for simplicity. We can thus recast this ap- tem, suggesting that the former is easier to initialize
proximate system with the following Nx -dimensional than the latter. For instance, the power amplitude for
deterministic mapping
frequency 1/6 is more than 1000 higher in the Lorenz
8
system than in the Mackey-Glass system. This fur(xt )Nx + tF (xt )Nx , (xt )1
>
>
>
ther suggests that looking at the power spectra of the
< (xt+1 )1 + tF (xt+1 )1 , (xt )2 )
system is a better indicator of the initializability of a
xk+1 = f (xk ) =
..
>
.
>
system than the dimension of its chaotic attractor.
>
:
(xt+1 )Nx 1 + tF (xt+1 )Nx 1 , (xt )NxFrom
, the prediction side, our results are qualitatively
(20) similar to what we saw for the Lorenz system. The
xk = ((xk )1 , · · · , (xk )Nx )
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error diverges at roughly the same rate in both the
noiseless and noisy time series, with an error intercept
at k = 0 that is higher for the noisy experiments. Additionally, we find a very close correspondence between
the errors in the model and observation spaces, which
supports our claim that measuring the error in the observation space gives us a good proxy of the out-ofsample behavior of the latent microstate dynamics.
In terms of their predictability horizons, we find that
noisy
kmax = 556 and kmax
= 285, corresponding to 2.4t
and 1.2t for the noiseless and noisy ensembles, (see Fig
11 in Appendix B for an alternative approach on the
prediction horizons). We find it remarkable that with
only 25 observations of the system, we obtain predictions that stay accurate for significantly longer than
the Lyapunov 10-fold time of the system.
From the assimilation side, our microstate estimations get progressively better the closer they are to the
present time, similar to what we observed in the Lorenz
system. However, the assimilation error is significantly
lower in the observation space than in the model space,
suggesting, misleadingly, that the initialized microstate
is much more accurate than the error we observe in the
model space. Nonetheless, the errors in model and observation spaces converge to each other as soon as the
prediction window starts, meaning that the error in
the observation space is still an accurate proxy of the
out-of-sample behavior in the model space.
Interestingly, the first few out-of-sample predictions
in the model space have a lower discrepancy than in
observation space in both the noiseless and noisy cases.
This happens, we believe, because the time span of the
observations y is not long enough for the initialized
microstate to converge onto the attractor. With only
T = 25 data points of a 50-dimensional chaotic system,
we do not possess enough information to recover the
present-time microstate precisely.

Figure 6: Initialized model error for the MackeyGlass system. We show how NSEmodel
, the average
0
discrepancy between the true present-time microstate
x0 and the initialized microstate x̂0 , changes with the
number of observations T for noiseless (green) and
noisy (blue) ensembles of time series. For the noiseless
case, we observe a critical transition in the behavior of
NSEmodel
for Tc = 25.
0
The previous discussion suggests that we need more
observations to better initialize the system. To investigate this we perform a series of experiments in which
we vary the number of data points of the observed time
series and assess the quality of the predictions. Similar
to what we did for the Lorenz system, we focus on the
prediction horizon (see Fig 5) and the discrepancy between the present-time and the initialized microstate
(see Fig 6).
We find a contrasting behavior regarding the experiments between noisy and noiseless observations. When
the observations are noisy, the prediction horizon increases linearly with the number of observations (see
Fig. 5 blue), ranging from kmax = 0.78t when T = 5
to kmax = 1.34t when T = 50. We also find that,
in general, the discrepancy between the initialized and
ground-truth present microstate decreases monotonically with the number of observations (see Fig. 6 bottom). These results are qualitatively similar to what
we found for the Lorenz system: the more observations
the better.
When the observations are noiseless, we find a critical change of behavior at roughly T = 25 observations.
In Fig. 5 (green), we find that the prediction horizon
rises superlinearly for T < 25, with kmax = 1.11t for
T = 5 to kmax = 2.31t for T = 25. Afterwards, the
prediction horizon grows linearly and with a marginal
increase, getting to kmax = 2.67t for T = 50. We
note, however, that the increase in this linear regime
is almost double of what we find in the noisy counterpart, with a slope of kmax = 15.2 steps per observanoisy
tion against kmax
= 8.3, respectively. In parallel, we
find that the discrepancy of the initialized microstate
decreases abruptly for the time series of T
25 observations, as we show in Fig. 6 (green). This sharp
transition reflects that time series with more than 25
observations have enough information to pin down the

Figure 5: Predictability horizon of the MackeyGlass system. We show how the predictability horizon kmax changes with the number of observations T
for noiseless (green) and noisy (blue) ensembles of time
series. The horizontal black solid line indicates the
Lyapunov 10-fold time t . For the noiseless case, we
observe a critical transition on the behavior of kmax for
Tc = 25.
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present-time latent microstate precisely, meaning that
we possess enough data points to uniquely separate the
mixing of the microstate generated by the observation
operator H into its individual components.

tions T and the sampling interval m while leaving the
dimension of the system fixed to Nx = 50. If our claim
about the Nyquist-Shannon theorem is a good approximation, we expect to find a Tc ⇠ 1/m relation where,
for T
Tc , the error in the initialized microstate becomes significantly lower than for T < Tc . In Fig 7,
we show the results of these experiments, in which we
observe such a change of regimes before and after the
T = Nx /m line, thus supporting our claim.

4

Figure 7: Critical transition heatmap of the
Mackey-Glass system: In the z-axis, we show the
(base-10 logarithm of the) initialised microstate discrepancy, NSEmodel
, as a function of the number of
0
observations T and the sampling interval m for ensembles of noiseless time series. In white, we plot the
m = Nx /T curve for fixed Nx = 50. We find that the
microstate discrepancies decrease abruptly before and
after this curve.
In short, having 25 (or more) noiseless measurements of the system gives us enough information to
precisely recover the present-time microstate, which is
50-dimensional. Recall that we are considering the discrete map (20) as the real system, so the only information we lose comes from either measuring the system
with H or taking time series with a coarse-grained sampling frequency. Thus, for a fixed H and noiseless observations, recovering the initial microstates precisely
should depend solely on how well our samples describe
the latent trajectory of the system. Inspired by the
Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem [40], if we can establish a clear cuto↵ frequency on the power spectrum
of the system, we could argue that if we observe the
system with twice the frequency as the systems’ cuto↵ frequency, then the observed signal would not lose
any information with respect to the signal sampled for
every update of map (20).
We thus claim that, if we can establish a clear cuto↵ frequency fc and the dynamical system does not
su↵er from severe degeneracies, we can precisely obtain the initial conditions of an Nx -dimensional (possibly) nonlinear system observed every m updates with
a scalar (possibly) nonlinear observation operator H if
1) m 1
2fc and 2) Tc
Nx /m. Having these conditions satisfied is equivalent to having an invertible
observation-matrix M that determines the solution of
the system y = M x0 exactly (see Appendix A for a
deeper development of this discussion).
We make further experiments to check the validity of
our claim, where we measure the initialized microstate
discrepancy when varying both the number of observa10

Conclusions

Many natural and social processes can be accurately
described by how their microstates interact and evolve
into rich nontrivial dynamics with emerging properties.
We often only possess aggregate noisy measurements
of such processes, so it is of great interest to develop
methods that let us extract information about the latent microstate dynamics from a given dataset.
In this paper, we tackled the problem of initialising the latent microstate of a known (possibly) nonlinear dynamical system from aggregate (possibly) noisy
and nonlinear observations of the system. We propose
a three-step method to obtain such latent microstate
that consists of 1) reducing the observational noise to
mitigate possible dominating trajectories, 2) letting the
system explore its attractor(s) and thus limiting the region in which we search for an optimal solution, and
3) minimising the discrepancy between the simulated
and real observations to obtain a refined estimation of
the ground-truth microstate. We quantified the discrepancy between observations and simulations using
a least-squares cost function in the observation space,
similar to [12, 13]. We minimised the cost function using a plethora of gradient-based algorithms, for which
we find that Adadelta and Adam perform the best.
We tested our method on two chaotic paradigmatic
examples: the Lorenz and a high-dimensional approximation of the Mackey-Glass systems. We obtained
initialized microstates that accurate fit the data, with
out-of-sample predictions that outperformed the systems’ Lyapunov 10-fold times, even when the observed
time series were very short. We found that good predictions in the observations space always implied good
predictions in the space of the microstates. We considered a nonlinear observation operator that aggregates all the microstate component into a real number in all cases. Surprisingly, we obtained better results for the Mackey-Glass system, which has a higherdimensional model space and higher-dimensional attractor but faster-decaying frequency spectrum than
the Lorenz system, suggesting that the frequency spectrum gives us a good proxy of the initiability of the
system.
In most experiments, the quality of the initialized
microstate was proportional to the number of data
points of the observed time series. However, when the
dimension of the system was higher than the number
of observations and these observations were noiseless,
the quality of the initialized microstate grew superlin-

early. This superlinear regime transitions into the more
common linear regime in a nontrivial manner, and we
explored the conditions for such a transition. We claim
that as long as we can establish a clear cuto↵ frequency
of the observed data and this data meets the NyquistShannon sampling theorem conditions with respect to
the cuto↵ frequency, we can recover the ground-truth
microstate precisely with fewer observations than the
dimension of the system, thus marking the transition
between regimes. This implies that if we possess a
dataset where observations are sampled at an optimal
rate such that we lose the least possible information
of the underlying system, we can obtain high-quality
initialisations with just a handful of samples.
How well we can initialize a system depends on the
amount of information the observed data contains and
on the intrinsic features of the system. On the one
hand, the amount of observational noise, the mixing
that results from aggregating the system, the number
of observations, and the data sampling rate contribute
significantly in estimating microstates that may fit the
data well but extrapolate poorly into the future. On
the other hand, the dimension of the dynamical system,
the frequency spectrum of its attractor(s), and how
chaotic the system is determines the window in which
our predictions stay accurate.
This work gives us a proxy for understanding the interface between aggregate data and microscopic interactions. However, it is limited to a specific framework
in which we know the model that perfectly determines
the system’s dynamics, as well as the observation operator and the characteristics of the noise in the observations.
In future developments, we will explore how to deal
with misspecified models and systems with stochastic
behavior. We should include these new sources of uncertainty in the cost functions involved. With stochastic behavior alone, there are several new considerations
for inferring individual agents’ evolution in a system
[41]. Once we better understand what information
low-dimensional observations gives us about a highdimensional dynamical system, the natural next step
is test our initialisation method on real-world datasets.
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A

Noiseless
non-autonomous
linear systems

In this section, we assume that the dynamical system
(1), the observations (2), and the corresponding dynamical mapping (3) are given by time-varying linear
functions. We further assume that the dynamics are
12

deterministic and the observations are noiseless so that
⇠k = 0 and ✏k = 0 for all k. Making these assumptions
provides us with two advantages over arbitrary nonlinear dynamical systems: 1) linear systems are much easier to handle than nonlinear systems, and 2) nonlinear
systems can be approximated by time-varying systems
arbitrarily well if they are locally Lipchitz [42].
Additionally, we find it convenient to slightly change
the notation introduced in the main text. In the main
text, we indexed the observations of the system so
that the time stamps describe the observations y in
the most natural way. Thus, we defined tk such that
yk = y(tk ) is the k-th data point of the series. Consequently, we indexed the evolution of the microstates
as x(tk+1 ) = x(tk + m t) = f {m} (x(tk )), i.e., we
needed to update the system m times before sampling the next observation. Here, we index the passing
of time in the time scale of the microstates, so that
x(tk+1 ) = x(tk + t) = f (x(tk )). Thus, we label the
observed time series as y = (y0 , ym 1 , . . . , ymT 1 ) so
that ymk 1 is the k-th data point of a time series of
T observations. This approach emphasizes that y is
a coarse-grained sample of the underlying dynamics of
the microstates.
Under the above considerations, we can recast Eqs.
(1-2) respectively as follows
xk+1 = Fk xk = (Fk Fk

1

yk = Hk xk ,

· · · F0 )x0 ,

(21)
(22)

where, at every time tk , Fk is an Nx ⇥Nx matrix representing a linear dynamical process and Hk is an 1⇥Nx
matrix representing a linear observation operator. We
assume that every element of Hk is non zero for every
k. Note that under the current notation, the sequence
y0 , y1 , . . . , yk , . . . represents the ground-truth dynamics under the (time-varying) observation operator Hk ,
and only those indexes k that are a multiple of m are
included in the observations y.
From the RHS of Eq. (21), we see the explicit dependence of any observation yk from the initial conditions
x0 , so we can define an 1 ⇥ Nx matrix2
Mk := Hk Fk

1

· · · F0

that takes us from x0 to yk for any k. Thus, if we
possess a time series of T observations such that the
last observations happens at time tmT 1 , then we can
recast the microstate initialisation problem as the following linear system of equations of Nx variables and
mT equations
y 0 = M0 x0
y 1 = M1 x0
..
.
ymT

1

= MmT

1 x0

or, more compactly,

2 We

with M = [M0 |Mm 1 | . . . |MmT 1 ] of size T ⇥ Nx .
The system (24) spans the same time interval as system (23), but it has m less equations, so it is underdetermined and might have several solutions.
Under the conditions we describe in what follows, we
may obtain a solution x of the reduced system (24) that
is also a solution of the extended system (23). If y consists of T = Nx /m (or more) data points, the solution x
is unique and equal to the ground-truth microstate x0 .
More specifically, if the sampling frequency (m t) 1 is
higher than twice the cuto↵ frequency of the spectrum
of the system and the matrices Mk are non singular for
k 2 {0, m 1, . . . , mT 1}, then the time series y determines the extended series y ⇤ uniquely, and therefore
any solution x that solves (24) also solves (23). The
above conditions establish the necessary and sufficient
conditions for the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem
[40] to be true, so our result is a direct application of
the theorem.
Note that the power spectra of the systems considered in this work (and most chaotic systems) exhibit
a power-law decay on their power spectrum, so there
is not a well-defined cuto↵ frequency on neither the
Mackey-Glass nor the Lorenz systems. Nevertheless,
if their power spectrum decays fast enough, we should
be able to define an e↵ective cuto↵ frequency for the
previous arguments to be a good approximation. We
will investigate the validity of our arguments iun future
iterations of this work.
For our particular case of study, we chose nondegenerate dynamical systems that are Lipschitz continuous and chose an observation operator (see Eq.
(16)) that is bijective to the linear operator H =
[1, . . . , 1]† . Therefore, the results of this Appendix apply in all our systems whenever the observations are
noiseless. In particular, the results of this Appendix
explain the critical transition we show in Figs. 5 and
6 for T = Nx /m = 25.

B

,

y ⇤ = M ⇤ x0 ,

where y ⇤ = (y0 , y1 , . . . , ymT 1 ) 2 RmT is the extended sequence of observations (it is extended in
that it includes all the observations in y 2 RT plus
its intermediate, unobserved samples) and M ⇤ =
[M0 |M1 | . . . |MmT 1 ], the extended observation matrix of size mT ⇥ Nx .
We may solve system (23) exactly whenever M is
invertible. If the matrices Mk are non-singular, then
M ⇤ becomes invertible when mT = Nx .
We do not possess y ⇤ but the coarse-grained time series y of T observations, where two consecutive samples
are m time steps apart. Thus, we may only express a
reduced form of system (23) with T equations and Nx
variables as
y = M x0 ,
(24)

(23)

define matrix M for time t0 as M0 := H0 .
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Initialisation method performance & system features

Figure 8: Performance of di↵erent gradientbased optimizers.
We measure the performance of several di↵erent gradient-based optimizers
on the Lorenz system (described in section 2.2.4)
with NSEmodel
, the average discrepancy between the
0
present-time microstate x0 and the initialized microstate x̂0 , for noiseless (dark purple) and the noisy
(light purple) time series. We show only the four
best performing optimizers –namely Adadelta, Adam,
AdamX, and YamAdam– as well as Stochastic Gradient Descent, which provides a benchmark.

(a) Lorenz

(b) Mackey-Glass

Figure 10: Filtered noise distributions Starting
from a simulated observational noise described by a
left-skewed Beta distribution (see “unfiltered noise” in
the legend) of very long time series (T = 50000 samples) of the a) Lorenz and b) Mackey-Glass systems, we
plot the noise distribution of the unfiltered noise (solid
blue) as well as the noise distribution we obtain after
smoothing the corrupted signal with the LMPA filter
for filters of increasing strength q. See section 2.2.2 for
details on the filter. For small q, the resulting distribution looks like a Gaussian distribution while for q
1,
the
filter
takes
a
significant
of
the
signal,
resulting
in
Figure 9: Gradient-based optimizers performance on the Mackey-Glass system: We mea- exhotic-shaped distributions.
sure the performance of the gradient-based optimizers
(described in section 2.2.4) with NSEmodel
, the aver0
age discrepancy between the present-time microstate
x0 and the initialized microstate x̂0 , for noiseless (dark
purple) and the noisy (light purple) time series.
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(a) Lorenz
(a) Lorenz

(b) Mackey-Glass
(b) Mackey-Glass

Figure 12: Normalized power spectra for a) the
Lorenz system and b) the Mackey-Glass system. The
plot shows the average power spectra over 100 random
in-attractor initial conditions with trajectories of 212
points. We note that the Lorenz system has a clear
power-law frequency decay with only a few low frequency peaks. While the Mackey-Glass system exhibits
a non-vanishing spectrum characteristic of chaotic systems, it has more defined frequency peaks and decays
much faster than the Lorenz system. Thus, we expect
for the Mackey-Glass system to be easier to initialize
in general.

Figure 11: Cumulative probability of divergence
for a) the Lorenz system and b) the Mackey-Glass system. We show the fraction of trajectories –out of 1000–
for which N SEkobs
2 as a function of the prediction step k. This approach generalizes our definition of
prediction horizon of Eq. (14) into a distribution-like
quantity. In solid vertical lines, we show the Lyapunov
10-fold time of the system as well as the prediction
horizons kmax for the noiseless and noisy cases.
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(a) Lorenz

(b) Mackey-Glass

Figure 13: Initialization performance for di↵erent bounding-stage parameters We present, on the x
axis, the discrepancy of x̂R
0 against, on the y axis, the discrepancy of the initialised microstates x̂0 for increasing
levels of R (see legend) on a) the Lorenz system and b) the Mackey-Glass system. The state x̂R
0 is the rough
estimation of x0 after Eq. (10) is satisfied. Values below the identity mean that x̂R
improves
refining it as
0
described in section 2.2.4. Values on the diagonal mean that the initialized microstates do not get any better
by applying refinement methods.
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